








not original as Don’s & David’s are larger in diameter (to fit
the  metal  bosses)  and  with  a  flat  for  the  D  bores.  The
diameters found vary from 4.20 to 4.23mm, and the depth to
the flat from 3.69 to 3.74mm. In passing, the corresponding
figures from a handful  of Gabriel  ERECTOR Flatted Axles
are 4.03-4.06 & 3.38-3.63.

Other points on the parts. The Gear P-005 has an o.d. of
20mm,  and  combines  an  18t  contrate  with  a  13t  pinion
(15.0mm o.d.).  At  Mod.1,  the  teeth  are  fairly  coarse.  The
unusual Braced Girder S-012, (below) has, as might be 

expected,  its  length-
ways holes  at  28.0mm
pitch, and the 2 lines of

holes  at  14mm centres.  The plastic  Flexible  Plates  have
‘MADE  IN  JAPAN’,  moulded  into  them.  The  drum-shaped
Motor, E-002, has a red plastic case with the 2 parts of the
housing joined by the band in the middle; there are 2 screw
terminals on the back, and a black pinion pressed onto the
shaft.

Don  also  mentioned  a  yellow  plastic  case,  above,
about 28*18*5½cm, with a snap catch lid, and a BUILD-X

label  on it.  These boxes were used to house the parts in
both BUILD-X & DELTA-X sets, from at least #200 upwards.
Various labels have been seen, all in colour, some featuring
a model  from the  set  in  question,  and others  a selection
parts from the Set. Some labels have no Set No. on them
and  these  at  least  would  have  been  packed  inside  a
cardboard box. One such box for the B-400 set is shown in
the last column with its contents below it: a yellow case and
a  plastic  block  containing  the  E-002  Motor  &  E-001
Controller/Battery Box. The Motor appears to have a pulley
on its shaft, though a pinion is shown in the instructions for
the Crane. The blue plastic box on the left is M-002 for the
N&B, etc. The B-500 set contains 2 of the yellow boxes. All
the BUILD-X labels seen carry the Sears name.

BUILD-X: S1 & DELTA-X: S1  [29/845-6]

6. MERKUR sets  were offered in an ad last  Spring from
Merkur, P.O.Box 25, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LE13
1ZG, tel. 01664 485029.

MERKUR: S1     [29/846]

7. One of the ‘goodies’ on Werner’s web site (see Web Sites
below) is a full account of the  KNIRPS sets, adding to the
notes  in  11/272,  24/714,  &  25/743.  Some  of  the  details
follow. The No.1  was  launched  in  1932  to  compete  with
TRIX, and at the same price, .50 Mark, The contents were
quite similar too and, updating the estimates in OSN 11 &
25, comprised: 2,4,2,2 of 3,5,7,9h Strips; 2x 1*3*1 DAS; 4
Wheel  Discs;  3  Screwed  Rods;  8  Bolts  &  16  Nuts;  a
Span’driver, and a Crank Pin.

The parts were packed in an envelope and every part in
the Set was shown on the front of it. The envelope was in a
large box (like TRIX),  18*12*1.5cm, with a label  similar  to
the No.48 manual cover in OSN 25, but without the words
along the top, and with KNIRPS Nr.1 in the diamond bottom
right.

The Crank Pin (Kurbelbolzen), right, is 17mm
long,  and about 2mm diameter, to pass through
the small  holes in the Wheel  Disc.  The shoulder near the
end is like the ULOX part and would allow the Pin to be held
between 2 Wheel Discs, though its use isn’t made clear in
the KNIRPS model leaflet.

Some details of the latter were given in OSN 25 but all of
it is shown on the web site.

Another point of interest is the No.1a linking set. It was
also priced at .50 Mark to compete with TRIX and the No.2
cost 1 Mark. But the No.2 didn’t include all the parts in the
No.1, the Wheel Discs for example, and so buying a No.1 &
a  No.1a,  at  .50  Mark  each,  gave  appreciably  more  parts
than buying a No.2 at 1 Mark.

KNIRPS: S1     [29/846]

8. Good news from Werner  Sticht.  Urs Flammer has told
him that Stokys has new owners, Mr Herbert Schulthess &
Mr  Mauro  Matesco,  and  they  will  continue  to  produce
STOKYS parts  & sets.  The address of Stokys AG is  now
Wihelstrasse 9, Walchwil, Switzerland, CH 6318. 

STOKYS: S1     [29/846]

9.  Kendrick Bisset has discovered that the thread used in
U.S. produced MECCANO is the American 7-32 instead of
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